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Stopping The Job - Background

Who: Cameron wellhead division

What: Carrying out workover

Where: Activity on client offshore facility

When: October 2020

 Cost and time pressures a factor!
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Stopping The Job - Contributing factors

 Change:

 COVID
 Organisational change
 Personnel change

 Operational factors:

 Client reluctant to pay for 24 hour coverage, despite Cameron’s recommendation
 Client had advised that they were experiencing POB constraints 
 Previous issues led to job extending out
 Occurred over the weekend
 Pre-mobilization Covid-19 test required
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What Happened Next
 Offshore Field Service Specialist (FSS) on floating shift(non-fixed 

sleep pattern), 10 days into 14 day rotation, completing wellhead 
installation 

 Around 2am Monday morning, contacted the Field Service 
Manager (FSM) to request authorisation to work over 12 hours to 
support the operation

 FSM assessed condition by phone and authorised up to 14 hours 
per Fatigue Management policy

 Upon 14 hours FSS exhibited signs of fatigue

 FSM communicated to client verbally then in writing that FSS had 
reached fatigue limit and would be stopping the job

 After initial push back, client accepted the position, after which the 
job was shut down to allow 8 hours rest, and completed on the 
next shift

 Client requested that an MOC be in place ‘for next time’

Fatigue Management Approval Process
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Outcome and success factors
 Outcomes: 

 The job was stopped, the affected person was able to have sufficient rest then safely 
complete the activity

 The field team know that they will be backed up and that safety comes first
 This event was covered in an After Action Review with the customer to prevent 

reoccurrence

 Success Factors:

 Excellent, well thought out communication to the client
 As I’m sure you do, I fully support our personnel with this, they not only have the authority 

to stop the job but it is an obligation
 TRUST
 An acceptance on both sides that people should come before profits
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Outcome and success factors - recognition

I want to take this opportunity to emphasize what Ed and Richard already mentioned, this is exactly the kind of leadership we
need, we keep our people safe at all times. I do thank you for standing strong and professionally expressing what was 
required, even to the client.

- Patricia Fesser, Australasia MD

This is first class and exemplary HSE leadership we need from our frontline managers. Thank you very much, for taking that 
extreme ownership, and for leading the culture of prevention and looking out for your people and operations.

- Ed Loh, Asia HSE Manager

Thank you very much for what you have done, I call this true ownership and Leadership at its best , taking care of your people 
while managing professionally your client …well done and keep up this exemplary behavior …I am sure even your client will 
appreciate 

- Mohamed Kermoud, Vice President HSE


